ABOUT INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY AWARDS™

The International Photography Awards (IPA) conducts an annual competition for professional, amateur, and student photographers on a global scale, creating one of the most ambitious and comprehensive competitions in the photography world today.

The IPA contest is a sister-effort of the Lucie Foundation, a 501 (c) 3 non-profit, charitable foundation whose mission is to honor master photographers, discover and cultivate emerging talent and promote the appreciation of photography worldwide. The annual programming of Lucie Foundation is funded largely through the International Photography Awards, including the signature event, the Lucie Awards.

We aim to salute the achievements of the world’s finest photographers, to discover new and emerging talents, and to promote the appreciation of photography.

BEST OF SHOW SELECTION

Each year, the IPA invites a guest curator to select 40 to 50 images from both the professional and non-professional pools of first, second, and third place winners to be exhibited in an exclusive “Best of Show” exhibition that opens in New York during the week leading up to the Lucie Awards Gala. The Best of Show exhibition then travels to various countries to be included in photo festivals, galleries, and other photography related events throughout the following year.

CONTACT

IPA Headquarters
1318 E, 7th St., Suite 140
Los Angeles, CA 90021
USA

web www.photoawards.com
fb fb/photoawards
ig @photoawards
email team@photoawards.com
tel +1 310.659.0122 (US)
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The End of the Dream
Thomas Broening
Advertising Photographer of the Year

The End of the Dream is a self-funded series of 24 billboards and 900 posters shown all over California. The images feature 3 issues threatening the state’s survival: drought, fire, and housing. It was featured in media locally and nationally.
The Bakkarwals of Jammu and Kashmir are goat and sheep herd-ers. They migrate and return annually from the hills of the Jammu region, through the Himalaya, to Kashmir valleys. In this year migration, due to unsettled weather that brought unseasonal cold and heavy snow, many families lost most of their livestock across high Himalayan passes. Despite this tragedy, recognizable in their eyes, many of them have not lost their kindness and agreed to have their picture taken.

Carlo Marrazza
People Photographer of the Year

Bakkarwals of Jammu and Kashmir

The Bakkarwals of Jammu and Kashmir are goat and sheep herders. They migrate and return annually from the hills of the Jammu region, through the Himalaya, to Kashmir valleys. In this year migration, due to unsettled weather that brought unseasonal cold and heavy snow, many families lost most of their livestock across high Himalayan passes. Despite this tragedy, recognizable in their eyes, many of them have not lost their kindness and agreed to have their picture taken.

Carlo Marrazza
People Photographer of the Year

Bakkarwals of Jammu and Kashmir
Our War
Photographer: Edgar Martins (United Kingdom)
Prize: Analog / Film Photographer of the Year
Description: Produced in Libya and North Africa, my work uses as a jumping off point a speculative investigation into the death & disappearance of my close friend, photojournalist Anton Hammerl, during the 2011 Libyan war. He’s mortal remains are missing to this day. By retracing Anton’s steps, the places he visited and where he met his end, by engaging with those he met or photographed & others involved or affected by the conflict (combatants, civilians, Libyan dissidents in hiding, etc), by seeking meaningful intersections between our journeys, I was able to step into his shoes, even if momentarily.
Ships on land
Photographer: Gang Wang (China)
Prize: Architecture Photographer of the Year
Description: I came to Hong Kong's Huangpu Garden's Ship View Street and found this ship. I took this picture with a drone in spherical panorama mode, and used pt-gui in post-production to splice this interesting picture.

Ukraine: A War Crime
Photographer: by 93 photojournalists (France)
Prize: Book Photographer of the Year
Description: Ukraine: A War Crime is a unique, collaborative book bringing together 93 photojournalists from 29 countries to tell the story of the Russian invasion of Ukraine from the perspective of those tasked with documenting it. Produced and published by FotoEvidence, the book collects visual evidence of the violence and war crimes committed on Ukrainian soil. The book is shortlisted for the 2023 Arles Historical Book Award.
Size: 20 x 32 cm 540pp 366 images | Languages - Ukrainian and English
Photo editor: Sarah Leen | Design: Fernanda Fajardo | Concept and artistic director: Svetlana Bachevanova
Ukraine's War
Photographer: Wolfgang Schwan (United States)
Prize: Editorial / Press Photographer of the Year
Description: In early January, 2022 I traveled to eastern Ukraine for the first time with the intention of covering an environmental story. Instead I found myself covering daily life in the trenches of Donbas for the next two months. Over this time I developed a deep appreciation for the hospitality and generosity of Ukrainians. I decided to stay once the war broke out on Feb. 24 and work covering breaking news and daily life throughout 2022. This story is an overview of my coverage spanning eight months in Ukraine in 2022.

NYC Women’s March 2017
Photographer: Nabil West (United States)
Prize: Event Photographer of the Year
Description: This photograph was taken the day after Donald Trump’s inauguration. The protest was a response to the political temperature and dismissal of women’s equality, as well the valid concerns of future infringements on women’s rights. Just before sunset looking down 42nd St. in midtown Manhattan, there are people protesting with signs as far as the eye can see. And all one can hear is the unified chant of “this is what democracy looks like”.

Old Father Thames
Photographer: Julia Fullerton-Batten (United Kingdom)
Prize: Fine Art Photographer of the Year
Description: London is one of the major cities of the world today, but it would not have existed without the River Thames. The river has acted as a source of fresh water, an artery of communication and transportation, and a physical and psychological boundary. Part of the river is tidal and this forms a natural harbour. Since pre-Roman times the river has been the major communication and trade route between Britain and the rest of the world. These stories, countless whimsical, idiosyncratic and tragic happenings, all make up a history of one of the most important rivers in the world.

Ice Fantasy
Photographer: Barbara and Maciej Noskowski (Germany)
Prize: Nature Photographer of the Year
Description: We are absolutely fascinated by these beautiful patterns on the frozen lakes we discovered in February this year. They are like flowers, branches, stars, abstract compositions, minimalist, fantastic! You can only see them from above. As we later found out, these are holes created as a result of vegetation inside the lake. These sprawling cracks and surrounding shapes are a quite rare sight.
Freedom to Fly
Photographer: Allison Hunter (United States)
Prize: People Photographer of the Year
Description: Young women in the U.S. are struggling in so many ways—by a failing economy, a rising climate crisis, and shrinking reproductive rights. Skateboarding offers these women a chance to fly.

Pets Meets Vintage
Photographer: Horst Kistner (Germany)
Prize: Special Photographer of the Year
Description: Story telling with pets. In a vintage ambience.
Mikaël Kingsbury, Olympic Freestyle Skier
Photographer: Finn O’Hara (Canada)
Prize: Sports Photographer of the Year
Description: Canadian Olympic Freestyle skier, Mikaël Kingsbury.
Spaghetti Stylist
Photographer: Yuli Vasilev (Bulgaria)
Prize: Advertising Photographer of the Year
Description: Is it pasta? Or is it hair? Or both? Or none?

Where Does the Tree End and the Rest of the World Begin?
Photographer: Daniela Balestrin (Brazil)
Prize: Analog / Film Photographer of the Year
Description: In the beginning, the intimate sphere. And then an inflated community of circles before the eyes. So much roundness formed a thread of beads, and the essay proceeded in lines where each photograph called upon the choice of meaning to make meaning exist. By displacing the individuality of the photographs, giving them to the opening, a story of reciprocal animation occurred, where the breath of one extends into another. Things are alive and dream us. This essay seeks to imagine its dreams, to venture an invention.
Power Station (Storm)
Photographer: Steffen Reichardt (Germany)
Prize: Architecture Photographer of the Year
Description: Jänschwalde Power Station is located near the village of Jänschwalde in Brandenburg on the German-Polish border. It is the third-largest brown coal power plant in operation in Germany.

The Promise [of Safe, Clean and Unlimited Energy]
Photographer: Jan Schölzel (Germany)
Prize: Book Photographer of the Year
Description: Since mankind knows about the energy inside the atom and build the first fission reactor scientist worldwide try to tame the process that produces the sun's energy: Nuclear fusion. The technology sounds too good to be true. It's supposed to be cleaner than the burning of fossil fuels, less limited than renewable energy and safer than fission. Fusing one gram of hydrogen releases as much energy as burning 10.8 million gram of coal. To achieve this goal the EU, Russia, USA, China and others are building "ITER". The first reactor supposed to produce 10 times more energy than was needed to run it.
Must Resist
Photographer: Or Adar (Israel)
Prize: Editorial / Press Photographer of the Year
Description: Since the beginning of 2023, Israel witnessed huge protests against the government and its plans to pass a judicial reform that will hurt Israeli democracy and the balance between the 3 authorities. This photo was taken in the heart of the largest protest against the government, with the participation of over 200,000 people. Those people are protesting every Saturday, in every weather, for more than 23 weeks, while they are fighting for their country’s democracy.

Songkran
Photographer: Thamarong Wanarithikul (Thailand)
Prize: Event Photographer of the Year
Description: Songkran (A.K.A Thai New Year) is a water festival in Thailand and across Southeast Asia. The water festival starts on the 13th of April and lasts for 3 days. This year 2023, it was a bigger celebration nationwide as we had not been able to celebrate for the past two years due to Covid. These pictures represent Thai people celebrating Songkran on pickup trucks, splashing water on the streets in Bangkok, Thailand.
Polychromo
Photographer: Bevil Templeton-Smith (United Kingdom)
Prize: Fine Art Photographer of the Year
Description: A series of photographs I took between February 2022 and April 2023 of crystals in polarised light on my 1970 Leitz Orthoplan polarising microscope. I prepared the crystals from a variety of household chemicals and sweeteners. Thousands of pictures later, I have curated a series of my favourite ones. A successful joint exhibition featuring 16 of them (some in this set) were shown in an exhibition titled Polychromo at Alveston Fine Art in Notting Hill in London in March 2023.

Anemone Purity
Photographer: Claudia Gaupp (Germany)
Prize: Nature Photographer of the Year
Description: I am always fascinated by the contrast between the lightness of the fragile petals to the tightly structured center of the anemone flower (Anemone coronaria). With this centred composition and the black and white photo, I wanted to focus on these two different textures. The capture was taken with natural light inside on my table.
**Raw**
Photographer: Daniil Kobzulev (France)
Prize: Special Photographer of the Year
Description: A raw glimpse of someone’s life. Someone who left Russia.

"Raw" in the Oxford dictionary, in terms of: 1. Food - not cooked 2. Materials - in its natural state; not yet changed, used, or made into something else 3. Information - not yet organised into a form in which it can be easily used or understood 4. Emotions - powerful and natural 5. Part of body - red and painful because the skin has been damaged 6. Person - new to a job or an activity, and therefore without experience or skill

**Narrow Escape**
Photographer: Tony Law (Australia)
Prize: Sports Photographer of the Year
Description: Rodeo is a very dangerous sport. This young cowboy struggled as the erratic bucking of a strong bull quickly threw him to the ground. He was lucky to avoid injury, quickly evading the airborne beast before it landed.
WINNERS *23

PROFESSIONALS

Greg White - McLaren Solus GT
1st Place in Advertising, Automotive

Mike Cutler - Porsche Mission R
2nd Place in Advertising, Automotive

Dominykas Liberis - Road to Le Mans
3rd Place in Advertising, Automotive

Ilya Ratman - Reza
1st Place in Advertising, Beauty

Giorgia Corniola - The Quirky Headdress
2nd Place in Advertising, Beauty

Jonathan Knowles - Geometric Beauty
3rd Place in Advertising, Beauty
Sandro Miller - Pfizer Campaign
1st Place in Advertising, Brands campaign

Onni Viljami - Work Experience Without Experience
2nd Place in Advertising, Brands campaign

Ryan Schude - Lighthouse
3rd Place in Advertising, Brands campaign

Onni Viljami - World Champions
1st Place in Advertising, Conceptual

Rebeka Legović - Shifting Perspectives
1st Place in Advertising, Fashion

Mendo Dornellas - Futah - Morocco
2nd Place in Advertising, Fashion

Weston Fuller - 5 Oceans
2nd Place in Advertising, Conceptual

Vincent Dixon - Ban Assault Weapons
3rd Place in Advertising, Conceptual

Thomas Hooffgen - Alberto - 100 Years of Pants
3rd Place in Advertising, Fashion

Anne Mason-Hoerter - Purple Sage
1st Place in Advertising, Food & Beverage

Bryan Rowe - Frontier
2nd Place in Advertising, Food & Beverage

Manja Wachsmuth - Burst
3rd Place in Advertising, Food & Beverage
Morten Rygaard - Jacob Dinesen  
1st Place in Advertising, Music

Sandro Miller - Isaiah Collier  
2nd Place in Advertising, Music

Jonathan Knowles - Black Sabbath 13  
3rd Place in Advertising, Music

Thomas Broening - The End of the Dream  
1st Place in Advertising, Other

Nicholas Duers - MVMT x Kim Rose  
3rd Place in Advertising, Product

Jim Krantz - Test Pilots  
2nd Place in Advertising, Other

Luciano Koenig Dupont - Heads  
3rd Place in Advertising, Other

Greg Elms - Chekhov Reimagined  
2nd Place in Advertising, Self-Promotion

Each Lee - Frames: Exploring Contemporary Hakka Perspectives  
3rd Place in Advertising, Self-Promotion

Chuek Lun Lo - Lines and Structures  
1st Place in Advertising, Product

Jason Bailey - The Singleton Glen Ord 13 Year Old Golden Tresor Sauternes Finish  
2nd Place in Advertising, Product

Ryan Creevey - Attraction  
1st Place in Advertising, Self-Promotion
Martina Holmberg - Fade to Black
1st Place in Analog / Film, Fine Art

Mo Verlaan - Book of Light, Portrait of My Love Nita Curled Up, Chine Collé Wash Paper with 24k Gold Flakes
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Fine Art & 3rd Place in Fine Art, Nudes

Kelly-Ann Bobb - Musings of Boscoe
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Fine Art

Dmitry Gudkov - Corner Stores
1st Place in Analog / Film, Other

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Emily Hlavac Green - Mapping Time
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Dmitry Gudkov - Corner Stores
1st Place in Analog / Film, Other

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
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Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
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Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
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Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
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Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
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Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
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Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
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Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
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Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
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Faith Teasley - Saltwater: Coastal Carolina
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Eduardo Almeida Perez - Cencellada
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Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
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Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
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Michael Anker - Der Dunkle Strom (Dark River)
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Ousman Diallo - Sunset At The Supermarket
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Bernarda Nibera Conič - Sunkissed Hills
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape
Filippo Papa - Omniscient
1st Place in Architecture, Abstract

Gleici Rufatto - Color Conversation
2nd Place in Architecture, Abstract

Carlo Yuen - Majestic Tsing Ma Bridge in the Sea fog
1st Place in Architecture, Bridges

Yahia Fahid Alsharif - Barrhaven
2nd Place in Architecture, Bridges

Antony Zacharias - Night at La Muralla Roja
3rd Place in Architecture, Abstract

Gang Wang - Ships on land
1st Place in Architecture, Aerial / Drone

Pengjian Li - Huai’an Baimahu Bridge
3rd Place in Architecture, Bridges

Gang Wang - Haitian Center View & Art
1st Place in Architecture, Buildings

Jinyi Han - Golden Shine
2nd Place in Architecture, Aerial / Drone

Tom Brownold - Anthropocene Pictographs
3rd Place in Architecture, Aerial / Drone

Marc Koeggel - Prairie Dreams
2nd Place in Architecture, Buildings

Bin Zhang - Jiangnan
3rd Place in Architecture, Buildings
Marcin Giba - Red Zone
1st Place in Architecture, Cityscapes

Evgenii Domanov - Geometric & Color
2nd Place in Architecture, Cityscapes

Ingo Raup - Maze of Creation
1st Place in Architecture, Industrial

Sandor Csoros Szabo - Inota
2nd Place in Architecture, Industrial

Ammar Alsayed Ahmed - Over the City
3rd Place in Architecture, Cityscapes

Evgenii Domanov - Ruined Luxury
1st Place in Architecture, Historic

HJ Hunter - Once Upon a Time
3rd Place in Architecture, Industrial

Francesco Dolfo - New Maximalism in Milan
1st Place in Architecture, Interior

Majid Hojati - Sun Party
2nd Place in Architecture, Historic

Laszlo Andacs - In Egypt
3rd Place in Architecture, Historic

Peter Piorin - Chianti Eye
2nd Place in Architecture, Interior

Andrea Francolini - The Tank
3rd Place in Architecture, Interior
Xiangsheng Zhang - Assemble the City
1st Place in Architecture, Other

Giovanna Arnaud - Floating
2nd Place in Architecture, Other

Ilan Benattar - Medical Center
3rd Place in Architecture, Other

by 93 photojournalists - Ukraine: A War Crime
1st Place in Book, Documentary

Carol Guzy, Lynsey Addario, Paula Bronstein et al - Relentless Courage: Ukraine and the World at War
2nd Place in Book, Documentary

Monika Bulaj - Clandestine Geographies
3rd Place in Book, Documentary

Svetlana Malik-Nubarova - Back in USSR
1st Place in Book, Fine Art

Sandra Cattaneo Adorno - Scarti di Tempo
2nd Place in Book, Fine Art

Umberto Nicola Nicoletti - Asylum
3rd Place in Book, Fine Art

Jessica Hines - My Brother’s War
1st Place in Book, Monograph

Robert Yager - Playboys
2nd Place in Book, Monograph

Laura Reid - Aura
3rd Place in Book, Monograph
Brent Stirton - Wildmeat - Conservation, Commerce and Pandemics
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Contemporary issues

Daniel Ceng - The Last Smile for Ukrainian Dad
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Contemporary issues

Seth Berry - In the Valley of Death: African Palm and Mining Companies Murder Environmentalists in Honduras
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Contemporary issues

David Odisho - Oh Hell, My Paradise
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Environmental

Lukasz Larsson Warzecha - EastGRIP - Ice Core
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Environmental

Michael M. Santiago - Mass Shooting at Elementary School In Uvalde, Texas Leaves At Least 21 Dead
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, General News

Steve Bright - We Kill The Things We Love
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Other

Anne ULLERUP - Don’t Kill Us
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Other

Daniel Stelly - Hello from the Gutter: Skateboarding in a Shipyard
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Other

arif hudaverdi yaman - Earthquake in Türkiye
1st Place in Editorial / Press, General News

Karam Al-Masri - Syrian Earthquake
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, General News

Lyra - 1.5 Metres
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Other
Chris Sorensen - Twyla Tharp
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Personality

Chris Sorensen - Natalie Tururro Mettouchi
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Personality

Mark Abraham - Ukraine President Zelinsky after Address to U.S. Congress
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Political

Maya Hed - Israel 2023: Our Year of Chaos, Resistance & Outrage
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Political

Noa Grayevsky - Gogo
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Personality

Karolina Wojtasik - Cattle of Kings
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Photo Essay / Feature Story

Carol Guzy - Insurrection
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Political

Thomas Morel-Fort - Fallou Diop, the Unpredicted Hope of the Racetrack
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Sports

Simone Olivieri - Manifesto
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Photo Essay / Feature Story

Lys Arango - The river Ran Black
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Photo Essay / Feature Story

Alain Schroeder - Turkish Oil Wrestling
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Sports

Erik Jepsen - Surfing the Glow
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Sports
Wolfgang Schwan - Ukraine's War
1st Place in Editorial / Press, War / Conflict

Diego Fedele - East of the Dnipro River
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, War / Conflict

Daniel Ceng - The Unconquered Ukrainians
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, War / Conflict

Andrew Leach - Last Turn in the Barrel Race
1st Place in Event, Competitive Event

Julien Duval - Fire Power
3rd Place in Event, Concert

Kohei Ueno - Wide Open Arms
2nd Place in Event, Competitive Event

Jingyi Wang - Like One Man
3rd Place in Event, Competitive Event

Milica Novaković - Falcon Song
2nd Place in Event, Other

Nisha Ramroop-Kong - Dancing Shapes
3rd Place in Event, Other
Nabil West - NYC Women's March 2017
1st Place in Event, Social Cause

Matilde Simas - Survivor: A Global Look at Human Trafficking
2nd Place in Event, Social Cause

Shivali Chopra - Flower Shower
1st Place in Event, Wedding

Tanushree Vaidya - Bittersweet Goodbye
2nd Place in Event, Wedding

Ottavio Marino - L'albero di Giovanni
3rd Place in Event, Social Cause

Ryotaro Takeshima - Toba Fire Festival
1st Place in Event, Traditions and Cultures

Maor Kinstursky - ALS love story
3rd Place in Event, Wedding

Marek Boguszak - Ethereal Dunescapes
1st Place in Fine Art, Abstract

Se Qian - Kongfu
2nd Place in Event, Traditions and Cultures

Lucas Dragone - Gotipu
3rd Place in Event, Traditions and Cultures

Shinya Ithana - 84000 Statues of Yakushi Nyorai
2nd Place in Fine Art, Abstract

SUNGSOON PARK - The Bottle Series
3rd Place in Fine Art, Abstract
Regina Šulskytė - Twenty-Seven Flashbacks
1st Place in Fine Art, Collage

Sandro Miller - A Commemorative to a Racist America
2nd Place in Fine Art, Collage

Alessandro Tagliapietra - Laguna Nord
1st Place in Fine Art, Minimal / Minimalism

Pauline Petit - Hat Heads
2nd Place in Fine Art, Minimal / Minimalism

Alexander Sviridov - The Skull
3rd Place in Fine Art, Collage

Zac Henderson - Bodies
1st Place in Fine Art, Landscape

Iorenzo Vitali - Dazzling Light
3rd Place in Fine Art, Minimal / Minimalism

Wolfgang Gangl - Sliced
1st Place in Fine Art, Nudes

Shang Ping Chen - The Clouds
2nd Place in Fine Art, Landscape

Thomas Crauwels - Allalinhorn
3rd Place in Fine Art, Landscape

George Mayer - Harmony
2nd Place in Fine Art, Nudes

Julia Fullerton-Batten - Old Father Thames
1st Place in Fine Art, Other
Majid Hojati - Angels in White
2nd Place in Fine Art, Other

Gazelle Pazashkmehr - Sleepwalker
3rd Place in Fine Art, Other

Lila Maloratsky - Fancy Party - Calla Lilies
2nd Place in Fine Art, Still Life

Kayoko Namoto - Weave My Light
1st Place in Fine Art, Still Life

Jerry Stevenson - Regal Nigerian
3rd Place in Fine Art, Portrait

Giorgia Corniola - The Girl with the Spiky Hairstyle
2nd Place in Fine Art, Portrait

Barbara and Maciej Noskowski - Ice Fantasy
1st Place in Nature, Aerial / Drone

Robert Bilos - Veins of the Earth
3rd Place in Nature, Aerial / Drone

Katja Droen - Memories of Mom
3rd Place in Fine Art, Still Life

Martin Gregus - 33 Days Among the Bears
2nd Place in Nature, Aerial / Drone

Danica Barreau - The Prince of Darkness
1st Place in Nature, Animals / Pets
Moises Levy - Circle of Life
2nd Place in Nature, Animals / Pets

Pedro Jarque Krebs - Divinity
3rd Place in Nature, Animals / Pets

Eunju Lee - The Decisive Moment
2nd Place in Nature, Flowers

Christina Peters - The Peony Sisters
3rd Place in Nature, Flowers

Jakob Arthur Andersen - How Small We Are
1st Place in Nature, Astrophotography

Sun Haoran - Written in the Star
2nd Place in Nature, Astrophotography

Carl Letelier - The Ions Ballet
1st Place in Nature, Landscape

Francisco Negroni - A Perfect Cloud
2nd Place in Nature, Landscape

Dai Jianfeng - Severe Geomagnetic Storm
3rd Place in Nature, Astrophotography

Tim Platt - Flower Portrait Series
1st Place in Nature, Flowers

Ryan Fitzsimons - Once in a Lifetime
3rd Place in Nature, Landscape

Benjamin Salb - Pretty with Pink
1st Place in Nature, Macro
1st Place in Nature, Macro
Sanya Sundar
Mystery
Tianhang Zhang
Witness from the Depths
Alexej Sachov
2nd Place in Nature, Macro
2nd Place in Nature, Other
Tianhang Zhang
Mystery
Tianhang Zhang
1st Place in Nature, Other
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Jinyi Han - Trees in Water
2nd Place in Nature, Trees

Sue Park - Never Alone
3rd Place in Nature, Trees

Jinyi Montpetit - Adorable Fox Cub Family
2nd Place in Nature, Wildlife

Lakshitha Karunarathna - The Statues of Mara
3rd Place in Nature, Wildlife

Alexej Sachov - The Hidden World
1st Place in Nature, Underwater

Ricardo A. Nascimento - Newborn Humpback Calf and Its Mother
2nd Place in Nature, Underwater

Scott Portelli - Shadow of a Species
3rd Place in Nature, Underwater

Ahmad Khatiri - Alone
1st Place in People, Children

Emily Fisher - Haar and Fret
2nd Place in People, Children

Lars Beuker - Look Into My Eyes
1st Place in Nature, Wildlife

Jennifer Alsabrook-Turner - Nighttime Swim
3rd Place in People, Children

Jovana Marinikovic - The Infinite Power of Love
1st Place in People, Family
Prajnyan Goswami - Years and Years...
2nd Place in People, Family

John Blais - Family at the Beach
3rd Place in People, Family

Betty Laurent - La Vie en Rose
2nd Place in People, Newborn / Baby

Natasha Benson - Butterfly
3rd Place in People, Newborn / Baby

Allison Hunter - Freedom to Fly
1st Place in People, Lifestyle

Kasia Iłdzikowska - Show Must Go On
2nd Place in People, Lifestyle

Andy Lo Po - Into the Sky
1st Place in People, Other

David Morring - Confrontation
2nd Place in People, Other

Yu Pang George Chan - Almost Elvis
3rd Place in People, Lifestyle

Heidi Breugelmans - Best Friends For Life
1st Place in People, Newborn / Baby

Francesco Rossi - The Passenger - A Naïve Essay on Human Geography
3rd Place in People, Other

Jasmin Rupp - Over The Years
1st Place in People, Portrait
Kate Geraghty - Defender of Bakhmut
2nd Place in People , Portrait

Olia Mazzola - Open Mind, Open Heart
3rd Place in People , Portrait

Valerie Jardin - The Dive
2nd Place in People , Street Photography

Daniel Ramos - Untitled
3rd Place in People , Street Photography

Foteini Zaglara - Rolling Boil
1st Place in People , Self-Portrait

Tatiana Ivanova - SelfPortrait
2nd Place in People , Self-Portrait

Owen Harvey - The Matadors
1st Place in People , Traditions / Culture

Tom Hegen - The Floating Market Series
2nd Place in People , Traditions / Culture

Bella von Einsiedel - New Habitat
3rd Place in People , Self-Portrait

Nina Papiorek - # # Y i #
1st Place in People , Street Photography

Keiran Perry - Circus
3rd Place in People, Traditions / Culture

Timothy Lima - Digital Flower Girls
1st Place in People, Wedding
Elena Plotnikova - Accident
2nd Place in People, Wedding

Marco Wilm - Backseat
3rd Place in People, Wedding

Giovanna Viola - Burnout
2nd Place in Special, Digitally Enhanced

Maryna Khomenko - Refugee Syndrome
3rd Place in Special, Digitally Enhanced

Luciano Koenig Dupont - Temporal Portraits
1st Place in Special, AI Generated Images

Zhaoxu Zhu - The New Americans
2nd Place in Special, AI Generated Images

Elle Irvine - Slow Generations
1st Place in Special, Macro

Gianfranco Merati - Micro Mountains and Lakes
2nd Place in Special, Macro

Ronny Behnert - Iconic Islands
3rd Place in Special, AI Generated Images

Nicola Troehler - Under An Open Sky
1st Place in Special, Digitally Enhanced

Bruno Militelli - Connections
3rd Place in Special, Macro

Wei Chen - 中国速度
1st Place in Special, Night Photography
Clarence Lin - Kyoto
2nd Place in Special, Night Photography

Jonathan Andrew - Guirld Bothy at Night
3rd Place in Special, Night Photography

Mikolaj Niemczewski - Tuscany
2nd Place in Special, Panorama / Panoramic

Nathan Myhrvold - Vastrahorn
3rd Place in Special, Panorama / Panoramic

Lucie Drlikova - Alice in Waterland
1st Place in Special, Other

Elisabeth Caren - Mementos
2nd Place in Special, Other

Horst Kistner - Pets Meets Vintage
1st Place in Special, Pets

Aga Karmel - Brave Enough
2nd Place in Special, Pets

Gonçalo Lobo Pinheiro - What Was Will Never Be Again...
3rd Place in Special, Other

Weinan Li - Oil Painting in Dreams
1st Place in Special, Panorama / Panoramic

Katie Brockman - Monochrome
3rd Place in Special, Pets

Tony Hertz - Shadow Self-Portraits
1st Place in Special, Smartphone Photography
Louise Agnew - Alana + Her Big Loves
2nd Place in Special, Smartphone Photography

Shervin Bashari - Zar
3rd Place in Special, Smartphone Photography

Jessica Johnstone - Rural Sunset
2nd Place in Special, Travel / Wanderlust

Benjamin Yavar - Underwater Portal
3rd Place in Special, Travel / Wanderlust

Andreas Varro - Screen Time
1st Place in Special, Special Effects

Alena Khokhlova - Transformations on the Island of the Gods
2nd Place in Special, Special Effects

Sandro Baebler - Nouria Newman - The Fearless
1st Place in Sports, Extreme sports

Tó Mané - Big Monday
3rd Place in Sports, Extreme sports

Olivier Milon - Rally off Road Mhamid Express Morocco
1st Place in Sports, Motorsports

Gianluca Federighi - Evanescence
3rd Place in Special, Special Effects

Guillaume Petermann - His Majesty the Dragon Blood Tree
1st Place in Special, Travel / Wanderlust

Aidan Williams - Skyward Serenity
2nd Place in Sports, Extreme sports
Attila Szabo - WRC Sardinia 2022
2nd Place in Sports, Motorsports

Simona Warby - Berm Blaster
3rd Place in Sports, Motorsports

Andy Chua - Suzanna Shahbazi - Commonwealth Games
2nd Place in Sports, Sport Competitions

David Balogh - Convergence
3rd Place in Sports, Sport Competitions

Nils Riedweg - Perseverance
1st Place in Sports, Other

Andy Cheung - Actions and Reactions
2nd Place in Sports, Other

Kyoko Hayashi - Synchronized
1st Place in Sports, Sport Competitions

Manuel Kokseder - Underworld
1st Place in Sports, Summer sports

Tom Raymond - The Time Trial
3rd Place in Sports, Summer sports

Keith Birmingham - Umpire’s Eye
1st Place in Sports, Team sports
Eric Melzer - Possibility  
2nd Place in Sports, Team sports

Tom Raymond - You Play Like a Girl  
3rd Place in Sports, Team sports

Finn O’Hara - Mikael Kingsbury, Olympic Freestyle Skier  
1st Place in Sports, Winter sports

Penny Prangnell - Alpine Australia  
2nd Place in Sports, Winter sports

Andrej Tarfila - World Championship in Ski Jumping  
3rd Place in Sports, Winter sports

WINNERS *23  
NON-PROFESSIONALS
Tomasz Wykrota - 1966 Ford Mustang - Making Dreams Come True
1st Place in Advertising, Automotive

Larry Bean - Brute Force Elegance
2nd Place in Advertising, Automotive

Yoonjong Choi - The Coexistence of the Past and the Present
3rd Place in Advertising, Automotive

Tomoo Ishida - Confused and Dazed
1st Place in Advertising, Beauty

Xiaolu Lin - Remember say CHEESE
2nd Place in Advertising, Beauty

Di Chang - SEIKO - Century Classics
2nd Place in Advertising, Brands campaign

Sergio Armillei - The Bernina Train
3rd Place in Advertising, Brands campaign

Rezeta Veliu - The Heartbeat of the City - Los Angeles Series
1st Place in Advertising, Conceptual

Jack Currie - A Programming Oversight
2nd Place in Advertising, Conceptual

Zander Fieschko - The Witches
3rd Place in Advertising, Conceptual
Emerson Scheerer - Fashion Portfolio
1st Place in Advertising, Fashion

Mony Nation - Sending My Love
2nd Place in Advertising, Fashion

Gabriel Giannelli - Veneration
1st Place in Advertising, Music

John Barreto - Milestone
2nd Place in Advertising, Music

Raquel Merino - Tierras de Castilla
3rd Place in Advertising, Fashion

Yuli Vasilev - Spaghetti Stylist
1st Place in Advertising, Food & Beverage

Sergio Armillei - The Rock Musician
3rd Place in Advertising, Music

Andrea Paolini Merlo - Lightness
1st Place in Advertising, Other

David Ironbar - Eatz Captures Food & Beverage
2nd Place in Advertising, Food & Beverage

Aniko Szabo - The Beauty of Simply Food: Colours & Textures
3rd Place in Advertising, Food & Beverage

Iryna Domashenko - Synergy of Beauty
2nd Place in Advertising, Other

Po Yi Li - Alfa Romeo Car Gathering in Taiwan
3rd Place in Advertising, Other
Jian Yu - Ceramics
1st Place in Advertising, Product

Yingjung Su - Silent
2nd Place in Advertising, Product

Mateusz Żurowski - Tetrachromacy
1st Place in Analog / Film, Fine Art

Christopher Whytal - A Lonely Walk
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Fine Art

Lai Qian zhi - You Only Live Once
3rd Place in Advertising, Product

Antonio Coelho - State of Mind!
1st Place in Advertising, Self-Promotion

Jacques Szymanski - Shades
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Fine Art

Praveesh Humane - Lower Falls of Yosemite
1st Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Anju Kavalakkatt - When Day Meets Dusk
2nd Place in Advertising, Self-Promotion

Betty Manousos - The Ferry
3rd Place in Advertising, Self-Promotion

Chris Round - Abandoned Car, White Cliffs, New South Wales
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape

Dean Marsh - A River Runs Through It
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Landscape
Daniela Balestrin - Where Does the Tree End and the Rest of the World Begin?
1st Place in Analog / Film, Other

Davis Clem - Blackberries
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Kazuya Morisaki - Yellow Wall & Mirror Wall
1st Place in Architecture, Abstract

Anna Wacker - Windows in Window
2nd Place in Architecture, Abstract

Chalet Chan - Slide
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Other

Esmeralda Holman - Featherlight
1st Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Benny Chan - Space Base
3rd Place in Architecture, Abstract

Jiang Sheng - 蛟龍入海 (Ocean Dragon)
1st Place in Architecture, Aerial / Drone

Szymon Skowronski - Mr Tadeusz
2nd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Franklin Yeap - Bond
3rd Place in Analog / Film, Portrait

Jarno Pors - Reused Fortress
2nd Place in Architecture, Aerial / Drone

Yevhen Kostiuk - Exclamation Point
3rd Place in Architecture, Aerial / Drone
Jiaqi Chen - A Comfortable Afternoon
1st Place in Architecture, Bridges

Dimitris Voultsas - Worcester Bridge
2nd Place in Architecture, Bridges

Yukihito Ono - Tokyo Crossing
1st Place in Architecture, Cityscapes

Sebastian Piontek - Playground
2nd Place in Architecture, Cityscapes

Rachel Wei - Bay Bridge East Span
3rd Place in Architecture, Bridges

Jana Hoffmann - Whiteout
1st Place in Architecture, Buildings

Li Jianbin - The River City of Wuhan
3rd Place in Architecture, Cityscapes

Judith Kuhn - Snow and Fog in Wonderland
1st Place in Architecture, Historic

Beatrice Wong - Mirror or Mirage
2nd Place in Architecture, Buildings

Alex Polli - My Trip Through the Building Facades
3rd Place in Architecture, Buildings

Jacques Szymanski - Taj Mahal at Sunrise
2nd Place in Architecture, Historic

Jiaqi Chen - The Wonderland
3rd Place in Architecture, Historic
Steffen Reichardt - Power Station (storm)
1st Place in Architecture, Industrial

Zhaoyang Chen - 浪 Waves
2nd Place in Architecture, Industrial

Alexander Augustin - Seaside Watchtowers
1st Place in Architecture, Other

Katherine Young - Imagination
2nd Place in Architecture, Other

Steffen Ebert - Power Plant
3rd Place in Architecture, Industrial

Bernadette Latour - Hasty Departure
1st Place in Architecture, Interior

Jim Scott - Echoes in The Storm
3rd Place in Architecture, Other

Zi Le Ho - One Last Dance (1952-2022)
1st Place in Book, Documentary

Marie-Line Dentler - Turning Point
2nd Place in Architecture, Interior

Yury Trofimov - Cave of Light
3rd Place in Architecture, Interior

Hirak Bhattacharjee - Winter Migration of Eagle Hunter Family
3rd Place in Book, Documentary
José De Rocco - El secreto de las Cosas
1st Place in Book, Fine Art

Emily Steinberger - L’dor V’dor: From Generation to Generation
2nd Place in Book, Fine Art

Susan Preston - Bosque, Winter Wings
1st Place in Book, Nature

Gilles Auroux - L’Odyssée Bleue
2nd Place in Book, Nature

Jiwoo Soh - A Teenage Antidote
3rd Place in Book, Fine Art

Jan Schölzel - The Promise [of Safe, Clean and Unlimited Energy]
1st Place in Book, Monograph

Sangmooh Han - Kallas
3rd Place in Book, Monograph

Rontgen - Palm Green
3rd Place in Book, Nature

G. B. Smith - Pathways
1st Place in Book, Other

Astrid Reischwitz - Spin Club Stories
2nd Place in Book, Monograph

Rodrigo Lodi - Moons Over Ethiopia
2nd Place in Book, Other

Autori Vari - Graffiti - The Poetry of the Image
3rd Place in Book, Other
Giuseppe Cardoni - In and Out of The Ring
1st Place in Book, People

Carole Glauber - Personal History
2nd Place in Book, People

Anna Hartman-Ksycinska - Identity is a Secondary Thing
3rd Place in Book, People

Chris Round - The Grand Scheme
1st Place in Book, Self Published

João Coelho - The End of the Line
3rd Place in Book, Self Published

Michel Groleau - The Decline of the Sixth Continent
1st Place in Book, Self Published

Carolina Galiñanes - It Was a Lie (Era Mentira)
2nd Place in Book, Self Published

Michele Molinari - window seat, plz
3rd Place in Book, Self Published

Mohammad Rakibul Hasan - The Blue Fig
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Environmental

Geoffrey Reynaud - Threatened by the Highway
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Environmental
Antonio Denti - London Bridge Is Down
1st Place in Editorial / Press, General News

Antonio Denti - Alive
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, General News

Keliah Diaz - Keliah Diaz 01
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Personality

Lukasz Izdebski - A Mad Drag Tea Party
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Personality

Vincenzo Parisi - Mabrouk
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, General News

João Coelho - Scavengers
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Other

Douglas Vernimmen - HM Queen Elizabeth II
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Personality

Turid Martinsen - Pimp Nails in Havana
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Photo Essay / Feature Story

Azim Khan Ronnie - Polluted Buriganga River
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Other

Te-Chin Hsieh - Homeless Home
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Other

Thua Magalashvili - Deda (from Georgian: Mother)
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Photo Essay / Feature Story

Cosimo Campagna - Sisters of the Sea: Portraits of Female Surfers
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Photo Essay / Feature Story
Or Adar - Must Resist
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Political

Ferdoos - Silenced but Alive, Documenting Women’s Struggle in Iran
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Political

Ming De Zeng - The Chaotic Protest on Donald Trump’s Indictment Day
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Political

Nicola Vivian - On Tiptoe
1st Place in Editorial / Press, Sports

Vitaly Panchenko - War Landscape
1st Place in Editorial / Press, War / Conflict

Alex Chan Tsz Yuk - Shattered Home
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, War / Conflict

Iryna Konstantinova - Cities-Memories
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, War / Conflict

Kohei Kawashima - Texture of Rain
1st Place in Event, Competitive Event

Sergio Scagliola - The Heart Beyond the Obstacle - Elia Caprile, Soccer Goalkeeper SSC Bari
2nd Place in Editorial / Press, Sports

Cat McCall - The Faces of Fighters
3rd Place in Editorial / Press, Sports

Xiaoke Wang - Return
2nd Place in Event, Competitive Event

Aiping Guo - Goat-grabbing Competition
3rd Place in Event, Competitive Event
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place in Event, Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owen McLeod</td>
<td>Feel the Passion</td>
<td>1st Place in Event, Concert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuihalkal</td>
<td>Surf this Love</td>
<td>2nd Place in Event, Concert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuan-Ti Liao</td>
<td>Beyond Cure</td>
<td>3rd Place in Event, Concert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yann Delcambre</td>
<td>Brothers</td>
<td>1st Place in Event, Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Lian</td>
<td>Circles in the Sand</td>
<td>2nd Place in Event, Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidekazu Tabuchi</td>
<td>Kiss of the Skies</td>
<td>3rd Place in Event, Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therajade Klangnurak</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>1st Place in Event, Social Cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ming Da Zeng</td>
<td>Cries of Women: Voices Against Oppression</td>
<td>2nd Place in Event, Social Cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gianluigi Lenoci</td>
<td>Love who you Want</td>
<td>3rd Place in Event, Social Cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thamarong Wananithikul</td>
<td>Songkran</td>
<td>1st Place in Event, Traditions and Cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Zilbershteyn</td>
<td>Holi Samaj</td>
<td>2nd Place in Event, Traditions and Cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorte Verner</td>
<td>Quarup: the Funerl Ritual for Female Leader from the Mainako Tribe in Xingu in the Brazilian Amazon</td>
<td>3rd Place in Event, Traditions and Cultures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Keiko Kawanami - Reflection  
1st Place in Event, Wedding

Arijit Goswami - Embracing Change  
2nd Place in Event, Wedding

Tatsuki Takasu - Thought  
3rd Place in Event, Wedding

Sara Victoria Sandberg - Gravity of Time  
1st Place in Fine Art, Collage

Elisa La Gala - I Never Saw you Dance  
2nd Place in Fine Art, Collage

Bevil Templeton-Smith - Polychromo  
1st Place in Fine Art, Abstract

Eva Chupikova - Net  
3rd Place in Fine Art, Abstract

Rachel Nixon - The Garden of Maggie Victoria  
3rd Place in Fine Art, Collage

Renate Wasinger - Autumn  
1st Place in Fine Art, Landscape

KE HU - Rain Fall & Light House  
3rd Place in Fine Art, Landscape

Yuce Wang - Natural Pulsation in Stone  
2nd Place in Fine Art, Abstract

Nicólo - My vision  
2nd Place in Fine Art, Landscape

Nicolò - My vision  
3rd Place in Fine Art, Landscape
Dorota Gorecka - Red  
1st Place in Fine Art, Minimal / Minimalism

Aref Tahmasabi - The Silence of the Lake  
2nd Place in Fine Art, Minimal / Minimalism

Marie Veran - Taking a Step Back  
3rd Place in Fine Art, Minimal / Minimalism

Dave McEllistrum - Woman in Chair  
1st Place in Fine Art, Nudes

Iryna Vlasiuk - Tantra  
2nd Place in Fine Art, Nudes

Karen Divine - Into the Red  
3rd Place in Fine Art, Nudes

Leila Forés - Voilà  
2nd Place in Fine Art, Portrait

Stephane Thomas - Before the Concert  
1st Place in Fine Art, Portrait

Leila Forés - Time to Leave  
2nd Place in Fine Art, Other

Adrian Donoghue - The Continuing Adventures of Young Matilda  
1st Place in Fine Art, Other

Elisa Miller - Dolly's Diner  
3rd Place in Fine Art, Other

Pekka Ala-Pietilä - Anno 1945  
3rd Place in Fine Art, Portrait
Den Reader - Grandpa's Shed: Bits and Pieces from its Hidden Corners
1st Place in Fine Art, Still Life

Lisa Miller - Simple Entanglement
2nd Place in Fine Art, Still Life

Julia Haberichter - Stormy Sea
1st Place in Nature, Animals / Pets

Wesley Kristopher - Heather Coo
2nd Place in Nature, Animals / Pets

Cecilie Åserud - Afterthoughts
3rd Place in Fine Art, Still Life

Liu Junye - The Torn Earth
1st Place in Nature, Aerial / Drone

Matteo Rovatti - Northern Show
1st Place in Nature, Astrophotography

Kamil Knychalski - The Weather and Heart Conditions
2nd Place in Nature, Aerial / Drone

Miki Spitzer - Earths Treasure
3rd Place in Nature, Aerial / Drone

Genna Card - Union Jack
3rd Place in Nature, Animals / Pets

Paul Kerr - Brayshaws Hut
2nd Place in Nature, Astrophotography

Markus Wiedmann - Our Sun and the Universe Around It
3rd Place in Nature, Astrophotography
Claudia Gaupp - Anemone Purity
1st Place in Nature, Flowers

Herbert Pregel - Flowers of Another World
2nd Place in Nature, Flowers

Panagiotis Dalajorgos - Not-so-silent Hill
1st Place in Nature, Macro

Eduardo Modolo - Menemerus Bivittatus
2nd Place in Nature, Macro

Kenji S - Jewels
3rd Place in Nature, Flowers

Enrico Curti - Asgardian Landscapes
1st Place in Nature, Landscape

Kevin Blackwell - Ant-mimic Jumping Spider
3rd Place in Nature, Macro

Romain Vaillan - Luxuria
1st Place in Nature, Other

Sam Austin - Heart of the Forest
2nd Place in Nature, Landscape

Babak Mehrashfar - Desert Glory
3rd Place in Nature, Landscape

Olga Volianska - Kakhovka Dam 6/06/2023
2nd Place in Nature, Other

Masataka Konno - Splash Ice
3rd Place in Nature, Other
Katja Leschnikowski - Hills in Winter
1st Place in Nature, Seasons

Rodica Enciu - Teardrops
2nd Place in Nature, Seasons

Rafael García Luna - Tree of Life
1st Place in Nature, Trees

Junming Zhang - The Lonely Tree and the Lightning
2nd Place in Nature, Trees

Yuri Terakawa - Toxic Autumn
3rd Place in Nature, Seasons

Matthew Fisher - Good Morning Bernardo
1st Place in Nature, Sunrise / Sunset

Hernani Castro Jr - Brave Fishermen in the Rough Sea
3rd Place in Nature, Sunrise / Sunset

Enrico Curti - Life Cycles
2nd Place in Nature, Sunrise / Sunset

Takayuki Toriumi - The Dentist
1st Place in Nature, Underwater

Ting-Yin Wang - Black Water Creatures
2nd Place in Nature, Underwater

Gabrielle Lui - Mum & Bub
3rd Place in Nature, Underwater
Thomas Nicholson - A Mother’s Love
1st Place in Nature, Wildlife

Ivan Glaser - A Good Hunt
2nd Place in Nature, Wildlife

Sarah Barker - Joyce
1st Place in People, Family

Rocio Marin Perez - The Kitchen Scenes
2nd Place in People, Family

Rayhan Mundra - An Annual Feast
3rd Place in Nature, Wildlife

Wendy Stone - Dog Man
1st Place in People, Children

Anssi Leppanen - Family Portrait
3rd Place in People, Family

Nader Saadallah - The White Men
1st Place in People, Lifestyle

Shelbi Eason - Raising Cavemen
2nd Place in People, Children

Matt Findley - Anomium
3rd Place in People, Children

Carole Mills Noronha - Family Heirlooms
2nd Place in People, Lifestyle

Amadeusz Świerk - The Shack
3rd Place in People, Lifestyle
Anita Hamremoen - Vi Femina (An Homage to Female Strength)  
1st Place in People, Newborn / Baby

Irati Ayerza - Ama Izatea  
2nd Place in People, Newborn / Baby

Debbie Love - Generations  
3rd Place in People, Newborn / Baby

Panos Chatzistefanou - Offline  
1st Place in People, Other

Dmytro Geshengorin - The Last Supper  
2nd Place in People, Other

Orietta Masala - Middle Class  
3rd Place in People, Other

Cuneyt Gumushaneli - Solitude  
2nd Place in People, Self-Portrait

Tomohiko Funai - Zero Gravity  
3rd Place in People, Self-Portrait

Carlo Marrzza - Bakkarwals of Jammu and Kashmir 1  
1st Place in People, Portrait

Mohammad Baghestani - Untitled  
2nd Place in People, Portrait

Oksana Shkuratovska - Ayaf  
3rd Place in People, Portrait

Refat Mamutov - The Breath of the Wind. Self-portrait.  
1st Place in People, Self-Portrait
Krzysztof Bednarski - Parisian Night Stories
1st Place in People, Street Photography

Segalen Benoit - La Station Balnéaire
2nd Place in People, Street Photography

Sohel Ahmed - Affection
1st Place in People, Wedding

Konstantinos Aleiferis - Friends: The One with the Wedding Dress
2nd Place in People, Wedding

Katarzyna Kieda - Dublin Taxi Diary
3rd Place in People, Street Photography

Jordi Cohen - Nak Romero
1st Place in People, Traditions/Culture

Onodera Takotoshi - Bride
3rd Place in People, Wedding

Cristian Townsend - Art & Power: The Mechanical Age
1st Place in Special, AI Generated Images

Tommaso Vecchi - Before Migration
2nd Place in People, Traditions/Culture

Elaine Band - Live and Die in Smoke
3rd Place in People, Traditions/Culture

Liu Zirui - Depressed Person
2nd Place in Special, AI Generated Images

Konstantinos Aleiferis - Last Day on Earth
3rd Place in Special, AI Generated Images
Dr Speed - Gravity
1st Place in Special, Digitally Enhanced

Marta Kolodziejczyk - I’ll Find my own Way
2nd Place in Special, Digitally Enhanced

Ryan Tutor - Piercing Glance
3rd Place in Special, Digitally Enhanced

Adam Neuba - When Nature Meets Technics
1st Place in Special, Macro

Marc Kittner - Orange Ranunculus 232a, Stacked
2nd Place in Special, Macro

Chan Hoi Tat - The Cyan World
3rd Place in Special, Macro

Tristan Means - La maison d’en Face
1st Place in Special, Night Photography

Marc Marco - Sa Foradada Storm
2nd Place in Special, Night Photography

Pengfei Gao - Wind and Snow in Changbai Mountain
3rd Place in Special, Night Photography

Daniil Kobizskiy - .raw
1st Place in Special, Other

Jean-Marc Bara - Encounters with my Childhood
2nd Place in Special, Other

Kelly Zhang - Exquisite Bubbles
3rd Place in Special, Other
Florian Kriechbaumer - City in the Clouds
1st Place in Special, Panorama / Panoramic

Zhangying Huang - A Silent Moment at the Blue Hour of Reine
2nd Place in Special, Panorama / Panoramic

William Shum - Taxi in Hong Kong
1st Place in Special, Smartphone Photography

Amadeusz Jackiewicz - Still on its Place
2nd Place in Special, Smartphone Photography

Frank Loddenkemper - Venedig 01
3rd Place in Special, Panorama / Panoramic

Heike Willers - Good Night, Elisabeth
1st Place in Special, Pets

Dominika Koszowska - Sunset in Copenhagen
3rd Place in Special, Smartphone Photography

Liz Palm - Reflection by the Sea
1st Place in Special, Special Effects

Zheyu Huang - Under the Waterfall
2nd Place in Special, Pets

Kazutoshi Ono - Wing
3rd Place in Special, Pets

Qiyo Xia - Mute
2nd Place in Special, Special Effects

Ilya Trofimenko - Landscapes with Philosophers' Ships
Silhouettes on the Horizon
3rd Place in Special, Special Effects
Luke Gram - 6 Days and 5 Nights in North Korea
1st Place in Special, Travel / Wanderlust

Yajun Hu - Jump
2nd Place in Special, Travel / Wanderlust

Sally Hawkins - Colour With Passion
1st Place in Sports, Motorsports

Hiuling Chiu - Wheelie King
2nd Place in Sports, Motorsports

Felix Botella - American Roads
3rd Place in Special, Travel / Wanderlust

Tony Law - Narrow Escape
1st Place in Sports, Extreme sports

Onur Guney - Speedy
3rd Place in Sports, Motorsports

Peter Zarkob - Resilience
1st Place in Sports, Other

WeiChih Wang - Oceanian
2nd Place in Sports, Extreme sports

Gustavo Padilla - Comfort in Darkness
3rd Place in Sports, Extreme sports

Christian Degroot - Trust Me
2nd Place in Sports, Other

Kohei Kawashima - Fireworks
3rd Place in Sports, Other
Michel Groleau - Competing Shadows
1st Place in Sports, Sport Competitions

Jamal Bazzari - Boxing Brawl
2nd Place in Sports, Sport Competitions

Sau-Boon Lim - Staying Focused
3rd Place in Sports, Sport Competitions

Kevin Kielty - Wedge Wedge
1st Place in Sports, Summer sports

Paul Italiano - Lords of Salt
2nd Place in Sports, Summer sports

Chia Jui Lee - Double Dynamic
3rd Place in Sports, Summer sports

Milla Mariani - Field Experiment
1st Place in Sports, Team sports

Nicola Vivian - Legacy
2nd Place in Sports, Team sports

Benny Chan - Dragon boat
3rd Place in Sports, Team sports

Tinu Müller - Sunset Pipe Session
1st Place in Sports, Winter sports

Ni Chiang - Alpine Expedition
2nd Place in Sports, Winter sports

Adam Cooleidge - Once in 10 Years
3rd Place in Sports, Winter sports
HONORABLE MENTIONS *23
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Non-professionals (cont.)

Zach Gibbons
Zachary Li
Zara Chowdhury
Zarita Gabriel
Zhengming Huang
Zhao-Yu Wen
Zheng Yenli
Zhentao (Jent) Jiang
Zhenyu Ji
Zhiqian Feng
Zhihe Xie
Zi Le Ho
Zile Zhou
Zimu Liu
Zixing Zhang
Ziqiang Zhu
Ziyi Zhu
Ziye Zhang
Zonghao Han
Zonglin Li
Zsofia Darago
Zwei Feng
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Марина Огнева
Михаил Минков
Юрій Іванчук
マサキクロヤブ
书豪张
予心安
傅涵壬
傑閔梁
兆辉周
则进潘
可寧 謝
同方党
威遠 Wei Yuan 黃 Huang
宁馨 马
建云 矣
开友 刘
張嘉喜 張
德龙 杨
志明 周
惠德 曾
成伟 朱
挺 杨
斌 陈
書劭 董
柏涛 许
泉源 龔
皓杰 杨
禹姜 陈
笑伽 原
继傑 談
营 林
郅禹 姚
钟 田
香 塩田
기주 권
2023 HONOREES
RAYMOND DEPARDON
JO ANN CALLIS
MING SMITH
CAROL GUZY
JAMEL SHABAZZ
DONALD MIRALLE
FIROOZ ZAHEDI
PAUL NICKLEN &
CRISTINA MITTERMEIER
ANTWAUN SARGENT
Raymond Depardon, born in France in 1942, began taking photographs on his family farm in Garet at the age of 12. Apprenticed to a photographer-optician in Villefranche-sur-Saône, he left for Paris in 1958.

He joined the Dalmas agency in Paris in 1960 as a reporter, and in 1966 he co-founded the Gamma agency, reporting from all over the world. From 1974 to 1977, as a photographer and filmmaker, he covered the kidnap of a French ethnologist, François Claustre, in northern Chad. Alongside his photographic career, he began to make documentary films: 1974: Une Partie de Campagne and San Clemente.

In 1978, Depardon joined Magnum and continued his reportage work until the publication of Notes in 1979 and Correspondance New Yorkaise in 1981. In that same year, Reporters came out and stayed on the programme of a cinema in the Latin Quarter for seven months. In 1984, he took part in the DATAR project on the French countryside. While still pursuing his filmmaking career, he received the Grand Prix National de la Photographie in 1991. His films also won recognition: in 1995 his film Délits Flagrants, on the French justice system, received a César Award for best documentary, and in 1998 he undertook the first in a series of three films devoted to the French rural world. The Maison Européenne de la Photographie in Paris mounted an important exhibition of his work in 2000. The sequel to his work on French justice was shown as part of the official selection at the Cannes Film Festival in 2004. Depardon made an installation of films on twelve large cities, shown in Paris, Tokyo and Berlin between 2004 and 2007. In 2006, he was invited to be artistic director of the Rencontres Internationales d’Arles. He has made eighteen feature-length films and published forty-seven books.

Jo Ann Callis is an American photographer known for her intriguing and thought-provoking photographic works. Born in 1940 in Cincinnati, Ohio, Callis has made significant contributions to the field of fine art photography, particularly in the realm of staged and constructed images. Her photographs often explore themes of domesticity, desire, intimacy, and the human body.

Callis initially gained recognition in the 1970s for her work as part of the “fabricated photography” movement, which challenged traditional notions of photography as a purely objective medium. She began creating highly staged and meticulously composed images that incorporated elements of performance, sculpture, and installation. Callis would construct intimate and surreal tableaus using props, models, and household objects, transforming ordinary scenes into something extraordinary.

Jo Ann Callis enrolled at UCLA in 1970 where she began taking classes with Robert Heinecken, among other prominent artists. She started teaching at CalArts in 1976 and remains a faculty member of the School of Art’s Program in Photography and Media. She continues to photograph, experiment, fabricate, sculpt, and paint, and her work has been widely exhibited in such venues as the Museum of Modern Art, New York; Los Angeles County Museum of Art; Hammer Museum Los Angeles; the Museum of Contemporary Art; and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. In 2009 a retrospective of her work, Woman Twirling, was presented by the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles. Callis has received numerous awards, grants and fellowships, including three NEA Fellowships, a Guggenheim Fellowship and was the 2019 Photo LA Honoree.

Her work is part of major public and private collections such as the National Gallery of Art, Smithsonian, Washington D.C.; the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh; the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles; Centre Pompidou, Paris; the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; the Tate Modern, London and Philadelphia Museum of Art.
ACHIEVEMENT IN PORTRAITURE

Ming Smith

Ming Smith has been photographing since early childhood. Embracing photography as a spiritual practice, the Harlem-based, Detroit-born artist’s photographs reflect a lifelong exploration of movement, light, rhythm, and shadow.

Moving to Harlem after graduating from Howard University in the early 1970s, Smith found the neighborhood to be home to a community of Black artists, musicians, and performers, including herself. A woman of many firsts, she was the first woman to join the Kamoinge Workshop, a Harlem-based collective of Black photographers documenting Black life, and, in 1979, became the first Black woman photographer acquired by The Museum of Modern Art. Known for her poetic black-and-white street photography and portraits of notable Black cultural figures, Smith’s detailed approach to image making has employed a range of in-camera, darkroom, and post-production techniques, which include, but are not limited to slowing down shutter speeds, multiple exposure prints, collage, and hand painting on prints. The result is an oeuvre of equally stunning and evocative images of Black life that prioritize complexity, technicality, and beauty.

Smith is in love with light—what catches our eye and what lifts our spirits. What she leaves in the shadows, she leaves for the viewer to dig deep and question. She calls upon the viewer to fall in love as well; we cling to what she spotlights and we crave to know more of what she obscure. It is this thoughtful balance that keeps the eye coming back for a second glance; she looks for family, for perseverance, for joy, for life. It is a special thing to dive into the world of Ming Smith, and she invites you to do so with open arms.

As an artist, full recognition for Smith’s work arrived in response to several high-profile exhibitions. She was included in MoMA’s 2010 seminal exhibition, Pictures by Women: A History of Modern Photography. Additional major group exhibitions include We Wanted A Revolution: Black Radical Women, 1965-85 at Brooklyn Museum (New York) in 2017; Soul of a Nation at Tate Modern in London, England (2017), which traveled to the Detroit Institute of Arts (Michigan), Virginia Museum of Fine Art (Richmond), the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New York, New York), and the National Museum of African American History and Culture (Washington, DC). In 2023, Smith received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the International Center of Photography (ICP) in New York.

Her images are intimate, whether they are catching someone’s striking stare into the camera, following the soft lines of skin and fabric, or twinkling with the speckled light of nature through the trees. She looks for something deeper than what we can take in at first glance; she looks for family, for perseverance, for joy, for life.

It is a special thing to dive into the world of Ming Smith, and she invites you to do so with open arms.

ACHIEVEMENT IN PHOTOJOURNALISM

Carol Guzy

Carol Guzy was born in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania and lived there until 1978 when she completed her studies at Northampton County Area Community College, graduating with an Associate’s degree in Registered Nursing. A change of heart led her to the Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale in Florida to study photography. She graduated in 1980 with an Associate in Applied Science degree in Photography.

She interned at The Miami Herald and upon graduation was hired as a staff photographer. She spent eight years at the newspaper before moving to Washington, DC in 1988 where she became a staff photographer at The Washington Post through 2014. She is currently freelance.

She is the first journalist to receive a fourth Pulitzer – for coverage of the Haitian earthquake in 2010. Previously she was honored twice with the Pulitzer Prize for Spot News Photography for her coverage of the military intervention in Haiti and the devastating mudslide in Armero, Colombia. She received a third Pulitzer Prize for Feature Photography for her work in Kosovo. She has been named Photographer of the Year for the National Press Photographers Association three times and nine times for the White House News Photographers Association and has earned many other prestigious awards in her chosen profession of photojournalism. She specializes on long-form documentary human interest projects and news stories, both domestic and international and is currently a contract photographer with ZUMA Press.
JAMEL SHABAZZ

Jamel Shabazz is best known for his iconic photographs of New York City during the 1980s. A documentary, fashion, and street photographer, he has authored 12 monographs and contributed to over three dozen other photography related books. His photographs have been exhibited worldwide and his work is housed within the permanent collections of The Whitney Museum, The Studio Museum in Harlem, The Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture, The Fashion Institute of Technology, The Art Institute of Chicago and the Getty Museum. Over the years, Shabazz has instructed young students at the Studio Museum in Harlem’s “Expanding the Walls” project, The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture “Teen Curator’s” program, and the Bronx Museum’s “Teen Council.” He is also the 2018 recipient of the Gordon Parks award for excellence in the arts and humanitarianism and the 2022 awardee of the Gordon Parks Foundation/Steidl book prize. His goal as an artist is to contribute to the preservation of world history and culture.

DONALD MIRALLE

Donald Miralle has received over 50 international awards for his work including 6 World Press Photo Awards and has been named the Sports Photographic Combatant of the Year by both the National Press Photographers Association and Pictures of the Year International multiple times. After receiving his BA in Fine Arts from UCLA while competing on the Men’s Division 1 Swim Team under the legendary Olympic Coach Ron Ballatore, Donald joined his love for sports and art into a photography career. Known for his unique approach to sports, adventure and portraiture, his work has been sought after by both commercial and editorial clients like Sports Illustrated, National Geographic, Discovery Channel, Outside, New York Times, Nike, Ironman, Getty Images, and NFL Players Association. He has covered every major sporting event and iconic athlete in the last 30 years including 10 Olympic Games, 15 Super Bowls, 20+ Golf Majors; as well trekked across the Himalayas, dove in the cenotes in the Yucatan, and chased massive waves in the South Pacific. Donald contributed to the industry by serving on the contest juries for the Best of Photojournalism, Swedish Pictures of the Year, and the Wisconsin and Utah Press Photographers Associations Contests. He has served as a keynote speaker at the PDN PhotoPlus Expo, Great White North Workshop, and is active with the education of photojournalism at Brooks Institute, Art Center College of Design, and Pacific Ridge School. In 2013, Italian Publisher Dueotto, Nikon Italy, and La Stampa Newspaper sponsored the Donald Miralle 2.8 Workshop, the first hands-on sports & underwater photography workshop of its kind in the country. Miralle loves to surf and paddleboard in his spare time, competing in The Molokai 2 Oahu Paddleboard World Championships (2nd Place 3 times), the 32-Mile Catalina Classic Paddleboard Race (3rd Place Overall two times), and still holds the course record holder for the Waterman Challenge now in its 30th year. He also serves as Head Swimming Coach for La Costa Canyon High School, giving back to the sport he loves and helping student athletes accomplish their goals in and out of the pool. He lives in the San Diego beach community of Leucadia with his wife Lauren, their sons Luke and Micah, dogs Kaya and Chucky, and their overweight cat Rigby.
Born in Iran in 1949, Firooz Zahedi grew up in England where he received his secondary education. He is a graduate of Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service as well as the Corcoran School of Art both in Washington DC. He began his photographic work in 1975 by contributing to Andy Warhol's Interview magazine. In 1978 he left for Hollywood with his friend and mentor Elizabeth Taylor as her personal photographer. Remaining in Los Angeles he worked with a variety of magazines and entertainment companies. In 1991 he signed a contract with Vanity Fair magazine. His portrait photography appeared on the covers of major magazines such as Town and Country, Glamour, Self, Esquire, Time, British GQ. In Style, People, Moveline, Tatler and many others. He has worked with the Warner Brothers, 20TH Century Fox, Universal Pictures, Paramount, Disney, HBO and Showtime. He has photographed several album covers for such legends as Barbra Streisand, Diana Ross and Shakira. Besides his portrait photography, Firooz has exhibited his fine art photography as well as his collages at major galleries in Los Angeles, New York, London, Basel and Dubai. His work is in the permanent collection of LACMA, as well as the Norton Museum of Art in West Palm Beach. ‘My Elizabeth’, a book of his portraits published by Glitterati Incorporated in 2018. ‘Look At Me’; a book of his portraits published by Pointed Leaf Press in 2020 and ‘Montecito Style’ was published by Monacelli Press in 2016. ‘City of Angels’, a book on architectural homes in Los Angeles was published by Vendome Press in 2018. ‘Look At Me’, a book of his portraits published by Pointed Leaf Press in 2020 and ‘Montecito Style’ was published by Monacelli Press in 2022. Firooz, and his wife Beth DeWoody, live between Los Angeles, Montecito, New York City and West Palm Beach.

Paul Nicklen is a Canadian photographer, filmmaker, and marine biologist who has documented the beauty and plight of our planet for over thirty years. His unique expertise in documentary photography allows him to create an emotional connection with wild subjects in extreme conditions, delivering audiences to an underwater realm witnessed by few. Nicklen pursued his education at the University of Victoria in British Columbia, where he studied marine biology. In the early 1990s, Paul Nicklen’s career took an exciting turn when he joined the ranks of National Geographic as a staff photographer. In 2014, he co-founded SeaLegacy, a global conservation, education, and communication agency for the ocean. His sensitive and evocative imagery has garnered over 30 of the highest awards given to any photographer in his field, including the BBC Wildlife Photographer of the Year and the prestigious World Press Photo for Photojournalism. In 2019, Mr Nicklen became the youngest person inducted into the International Photography Hall of Fame (IPHF). That same year, his alma mater, the University of Victoria, bestowed an honorary PhD on him for his lifelong efforts to use photography in the campaign against climate change. In 2022, he received an honorary Doctor of Fine Arts, honoris causa, from Simon Fraser University.

Paul Nicklen’s life and work serve as a testament to the transformative power of photography and the urgent need to preserve our planet’s natural wonders. Through his breathtaking imagery and tireless efforts, he continues to educate and inspire millions worldwide, reminding us of the beauty and vulnerability of our fragile Earth.

The exhibitions *The New Black Vanguard* and *Young, Gifted, and Black* were both organized in 2019 and are currently on tour. Sargent defines the New Black Vanguard as a manifold collective of photographers across the African diaspora whose works “establish the significance of the Black figure—and even more radically, the Black creator—as a new ideal in contemporary culture.” Devoted to The Lumpkin-Boccuzzi © Chase Hall

Family Collection of Contemporary Art, *Young, Gifted, and Black* assembles works across generations and media, including photographers LaToya Ruby Frazier, Deana Lawson, Paul Mpagi Sepuya, and D’Angelo Lovell Williams. In 2020, Sargent curated *Just Pictures* at Barrett Barrera Projects, St. Louis, an exhibition focused on younger photographers who work between the spaces of fine art, fashion, and history of the medium.

Sargent made his curatorial debut at Gagosian in 2021 with the group exhibitions *Social Works* (New York) and *Social Works II* (London). Considering the relationship between space—personal, public, institutional, and psychic—and Black social practice, the exhibitions featured works by artists who utilize space as a community-building tool and a means of empowerment.


*Chrysalis*, in London presented Mitchell’s photographs of Black men and women in idyllic state of leisure and repose, proposing a utopian vision of Black beauty, desire, and belonging. Also in 2022, Sargent organized the presentation of Virgil Abloh: *Figures of Speech* at the Brooklyn Museum, the first museum exhibition dedicated to the visionary artist and designer.

This year, Sargent announced the gallery’s representation of Derrick Adams, Cy Gavin, and Deana Lawson. 2023 exhibitions at Gagosian include Cy Gavin in New York and Rome, Honor Titus in Los Angeles, Derrick Adams in Los Angeles, and Rick Lowe in Athens. In addition, Sargent co-curated Barkley L. Hendricks: Portraits at the Frick, an exhibition of key works by the influential portrait painter at the Frick Madison, New York.